Mystic South - Numerology 201: It Is Never Too Late: Clio Ajana

[chart mapping of the primary cycles, sub paths, pinnacles, and challenges, and how to set up a personal chart.]

Goals:
1. Basics
2. Universal Year - (UY) ( 2+0+2+3 = 7)-Knowledge/Wisdom/Perfection/
   Rest=Nurture the self!
3. Expansion of Life Path Numbers
4. Mapping of Chart (Life Path/Sub Cycles/Attainments/Challenges/Inclusion]
5. Vowels vs. Consonants
6. What about those name changes? Birth/Adoption/Marriage/Magical Names

---

I - Basics:

Four Major Aspects- Use name at birth (primarily) and Name changes (affects these 4):
1) Life Path - Day/Month/Year: Reduce to one digit. Exception of 11 or 22.
2) Expression - Total of full name (all letters) - What you broadcast to others about you.
3) Soul Urge - All vowels (reduced to one digit)- Motivation/Inner Urge/Longing
4) Quiet Self - All consonants- What you need to accomplish/do in life

Keywords in General: 1 -Beginings/Attainment; 2 - Cooperation/Marriage/Divorce;
3 -Creative/Self-Expression/Pleasant;4 -Foundation/Work/Limits; 5- Change/Freedom;
6- Power- Adjustments/Responsibility/Family/Marriage/Divorce;
7-Perfection/Wisdom/Rest;8 -Power/Order/Material Aspects; 9 - Encompassing/Ending
11- Elevation of the 2 (Inspiration); 22- Elevation of the 4 - (Builder)

II: UY 7: These are great years for introverts! Planning spiritual inclinations and starts
(e.g. Paganicon, investigate a group, tradition, path, deit(ies), etc.)

Note: Save starting a business, contracts, or need for precise timing for 2024 (8 year:

---

Tarot Correspondence: Chariot (7) // Tower( 16/7)//Knight of Wands -(25/7)

Count of the Year - from 1900 to 2095

Tower( 16/7) - 1906, 1915, 1924, 1933, 1942, 1951,1960; 2059, 2068, 2077, 2086, 2095

Chariot (7) - 2005, 2014, 2023, 2032, 2041, 2050= 7

Universal Month (UM) = Universal Year + Month// Reduce to single digit.
Essence: Themes to encounter.= July 2023: 7(UY) + 5 (7 of July+ 7 of UY=14/5)
July 2023 = 5 UM =- Change/Social Justice/Freedom/Travel/Romance/Rolling Stone
Full force of 2023- September (9th month= 7- specifically a 16/7 so look for the internal in a good way this September. Remember, the Tower is not always disaster or bad. Sometimes it takes ripping out the old to get what you need and deserve for the better!)
2023: Jan (8); Feb (9); Mar (1); Apr (11/2); May (3); Jun (4); Jul (5); Aug (6); Sep (7);
Oct (8); Nov (9); Dec (1)

III. Expansion of Life Path:
#1 - (to always catch any master numbers (11, 22, 33, 44, 55, 66,77, 88, 99) Note: the ones you normally see in books are the more common 11, 22, 33 and occasionally 44, but all are master numbers.
Example: December 26, 1980 Life Path = 11/2 (See below as to how to calculate:)
   Year -1980
   Day -26
   Month- 12
Correct: 2018= 2+0+1+8+ = 11/2 (Do not reduce as this is a Master Number.)
Incorrect: If you just did 9+8+3= 20/2 (You would miss the Master Number 11/2)

Personal - Life Path
Birth Month + Birth Day + Birth Year : Life Path -

1- AJS// 2 -BKT // 3-CLU// 4 - DMV// 5 -NEW// 6=FOX// 7 -GPY// 8- HQZ// 9-IR
Jane Doe = 1/1/5/5/4/6/5  (7 letters)

IV. Chart Mapping: Sub-Cycles = Individual -Month of Birth + Day of Birth + Year of Birth

III a - Attainments: Highlights of Your Life -
III b - Challenges: What You Face In Exchange For Gifts Received
III c - Inclusion - (Think Tic-Tac-Toe for a basis - using the numbers in your name)
Example: Jane Doe
   Inclusion - (Basic Chart 1-9)
   3 6 9
   2 5 8
   1 4 7.
Inclusion - for Jane Doe - Only #1, 4,5,6 are present in the name. There are no 2s, 3s, 7s, 8s, or 9s. This is a very bland and problematic name.

Danielle Brown = 4/1/5/9/5/3/3/5/2/9/6/5/5 (13 letters) Missing only 7s and 8s

Personal Year (PY) = Day of Birth + Month of Birth + Universal Year
Example: October 28, 2001 (DOB)= 1+1 (2+8=10/1) +7(UY)=9 (Transition/End/Artistic)
Example: March 18, 2023 (DOB) = 3 +9 (1+8=9) + 7 (UY) = 1 (Beginning)

Two paths: a) Your own birthday OR b) January 1 **Pick one method and stick to it.**
Clio Ajana - preference starting with own birthday (unless born on 1/1 or 12/31)

Personal Month (PM) = PY + Month = PM
Example: DOB - 10/28/01 - PY 9+ October (1)= PM 10/1 or 1(beginations)

2023 Themes: Universal Understanding Analytical; Getting Back to Nature; Wisdom; Rest

Four Major Aspects - Use name at birth (primarily) and Name changes (affects these 4):
1) Life Path - Day/Month/Year: Reduce to one digit. Exception of 11 or 22.
2) Expression - Total of full name (all letters) - What you broadcast to others about you.
3) Soul Urge - All vowels (reduced to one digit) - Motivation/Inner Urge/Longing
4) Quiet Self - All consonants - What you need to accomplish/do in life

Keywords in General: 1 -Beginings/Attainment; 2 - Cooperation/Marriage/Divorce;
3 - Creative/Self-Expression/Pleasant; 4 - Foundation/Work/Limits; 5 - Change/Freedom;
6 - Power- Adjustments/Responsibility/Family/Marriage/Divorce;
7-Perfection/Wisdom/Rest; 8 - Power/Order/Material Aspects; 9 - Encompassing/Ending
11- Elevation of the 2 (Inspiration); 22- Elevation of the 4 - (Builder)
A few sources (there are many others but these will help for the long term):
Kevin Quinn Avery - *The Numbers of Life: The Hidden Power of Numerology*
ISBN -0-385-12629-8
Felicia Bender, Ph.D - *The Ultimate Guide to Practical Numerology: Mapping Your Path & Purpose*
ISBN -978-0-9851682-7-8
Faith Javane and Dusty Bunker, *Numerology and the Divine Triangle*
ISBN- 978-0-914918-10-3

Email: sunnyyogagal@gmail.com  FB: https://www.facebook.com/clio.ajana

In 2004, Clio joined the Pagan community. Since 2012, she has served as Hieria for the House of Lady of Celestial Fire. In 2013, she started writing for Daughters of Eve: Pagans of Color Speak. In, 2014, she began her prison ministry. In 2017, she began to write for *The Wild Hunt* as a columnist; in addition, after completing eldercare through death, she became a Death Midwife. At Paganicon 2018, she began her study of Baltic Heathenry, Romuva under the care and service of Laima; later, she began work with Perkunas. Her current projects include first, a practical memoir for caregivers and death workers in the Pagan community, with an emphasis on how to survive and to thrive in the care-giving process; second, a spiritual memoir on the journey to a new home in Paganism as a woman of color with an emphasis on culture, prayer, and lessons learned; and third, an exploration of cronehood.